
INTRODUCTION AND KEY FINDINGS

The first 22 reports1 prepared under the new Extractive Industries Transparency 
Initiative (EITI) Standard highlight critical deficiencies in license allocation processes, 
reveal politically affiliated owners of companies, and identify significant local revenues 
that were never disbursed. But these reports have also missed opportunities to inform 
major tax code revisions, ignored hotly debated issues of sector employment, and left 
stakeholders in the dark about individual extractive projects. This briefing outlines 
11 changes that EITI implementing countries can make to start moving from merely 
reporting on the extractive sector to actually reforming it.  

The EITI Standard, which was adopted in 2013, was developed in large part due to a 
recognition that EITI reporting had become a “box ticking” exercise, detached from 
the issues that mattered most in many countries. Addressing this challenge, EITI has 
expanded from a forum for reconciliation of extractive resource revenues, to a broader 
instrument for disclosure of information across the entire extractive decision chain. 
Expanded disclosure of contextual information in particular was introduced with the 
aim of making reporting more user-friendly and aligned with the policy discussions 
in-country.

We reviewed the 22 new reports to determine how countries are faring at 
implementation of the more ambitious EITI Standard, and the extent to which 
reports have become more useful. We found that the new reports are markedly more 
comprehensive and informative than previous EITI reports. However, it emerged that 
several areas require significant improvement if EITI implementation is to lead to actual 
reform. We have grouped these areas for improvement into two categories–quality and 
content–and identified the following findings and recommendations.

1 The 22 reports include those from Albania, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Côte d’Ivoire, DRC, Ghana, Iraq, 
Kazakhstan, Liberia, Mali, Mauritania, Mongolia, Mozambique, Niger, Nigeria (mining only), Norway, 
Philippines, Republic of Congo, Sao Tome & Principe, Timor-Leste, Togo and Zambia. Examples from Guinea 
and Madagascar are also included.
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Quality 

1 Relevance. Most EITI work plans fail to identify objectives that are linked to 
national policy priorities. Many new reports contained information on only one top  
headline-making issue. Going forward, multi-stakeholder groups (MSGs) should 
target issues that matter.

2 Timeliness. On average, the new reports contained information that was two 
years old. MSGs generally waited 14 months after the end of the fiscal year to start 
procuring the EITI report, which then took roughly ten months to produce.2  To 
increase impacts, MSGs should tackle today’s challenges with today’s information.

3 Openness. Of the 48 EITI-implementing countries, only ten countries publish 
information in a machine-readable format such as Excel. The general lack of machine 
readability significantly limits the usefulness of EITI data. MSGs can boost impacts 
by opening data.

4 Analysis. Only a handful of countries produce analysis based on EITI reports. MSGs 
should more consistently ask what the data in reports means.

5 Action. Only around half of countries’ annual activity reports (which review the 
impact of EITI implementation for the year) considered whether EITI processes 
had impacted sector governance. In EITI reports, only a few countries included 
recommendations on substantive policy improvements that went beyond simply 
improving EITI reporting. MSGs should ensure that EITI processes facilitate 
improved governance.

Content

6 Contracts. Of the 22 new reports, 41 percent fail to include the government policy 
on contract disclosure. While only six reports provide direct access to contracts 
themselves, 64 percent of the new reports indicate that contracts must be disclosed 
in implementing countries, or recommend that they should be. MSGs should 
consider the exponential potential of contract disclosure to enhance the overall impact 
of EITI implementation.

7 Beneficial ownership. The EITI beneficial ownership pilot has revealed that 
disclosing beneficial ownership information is feasible and useful. While a fair 
amount of legal ownership information has been dislcosed in pilot countries, a 
relatively small number of beneficial owners have been disclosed. MSGs should 
identify the people with whom countries do business.

8 Production. The majority of countries are struggling to assign a monetary value 
to the resources produced in a given year. MSGs should determine what extracted 
resources are worth.

9 Projects. The new reports are generally not reporting on a project-by-project basis. 
MSGs should avoid aggregation that hides crucial information.

10 Subnational revenues. A large number of countries are struggling to include 
disclosures on subnational resource revenue transfers in their reports. MSGs should 
make reporting useful for the communities where extraction happens.

11 State-owned enterprises (SOEs). Although reports include disclosures on SOE 
payments and receipts, most are disclosing only limited information on SOEs’ quasi-
fiscal expenditures. MSGs should tackle the complexities of SOE activities. 

2 Implementation Committee Paper 45-2, “Review of quality and timeliness of EITI reporting”, (2 February 2015)
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METHODOLOGY

In reviewing the reports we used NRGI’s gap assessment framework.3 The framework 
arranges the EITI Standard according to the policy issues that the provisions address. We 
began by comprehensively assessing nine of the new EITI reports4 to identify emerging 
common challenges and strengths, which we then focused on in our review of all 22 new 
EITI reports. The findings are relevant not only for the countries reviewed, but also for 
those countries that are yet to publish their first disclosures under the EITI Standard.

PART 1: QUALITY

1. RELEVANCE

In order for information to be useful in public debate and facilitate policy analysis, 
disclosures should target the issues that matter. Disclosures should address the 
priority oil, gas and mining policy issues in a country, shedding light on the concerns 
that are making headlines at that time. 

The EITI Standard requires MSGs to develop work plans that “set EITI implementation 
objectives that are linked to the EITI Principles and reflect national priorities for the 
extractive industries.”5 But we found that most EITI work plans failed to identify 
objectives that were linked to national policy priorities. Many implementing countries 
do not even have up-to-date work plans. 

We also used news archives to review the top three extractives-related stories in 
each country for the year each report covers. We found that most reports contained 
information on only one headline-making issue. Issues of high public interest that 
were omitted from EITI reports frequently related to forward-looking commercial 
plans and economic projections for sector performance; political and military activities; 
corruption and illegal activities; and local social and environmental harms. 

To improve the relevance of reports, MSGs should:

• Maintain up-to-date EITI work plans with objectives that focus on national policy 
priorities in the extractive sector – not just objectives on producing EITI reports. Work 
plans should identify the governance challenges related to these priorities, and outline 
activities that aim to improve government and company systems and policies.

• Make disclosures that are relevant to debates on issues of public interest. 

• Consult with their constituencies to gauge public interest when determining policy 
priorities.6

• Develop formal and informal linkages between EITI and national policy reform 
processes and institutions.

• Prioritize issues based on governance assessments, for example by using tools like 
the Natural Resource Charter7 and the Resource Governance Index8.

3 NRGI’s EITI Guide can be accessed at: http://www.resourcegovernance.org/eitiguide/ 
4 Reports assessed were: Burkina Faso, Democratic Republic of Congo, Ghana, Iraq, Kazakhstan, Liberia, 

Mongolia, Philippines and Zambia.
5 EITI Standard, Section 1.4(a)
6 For more information about best practice for MSG governance and constituency consultation, see the MSI 

Integrity report available at: http://www.msi-integrity.org/assessing-eiti-msg-governance/ 
7 For further information on the Natural Resource Charter and to download the second edition, see: http://

www.naturalresourcecharter.org/ 
8 The Resource Governance Index can be accessed at: http://www.resourcegovernance.org/rgi 

http://www.resourcegovernance.org/eitiguide/
http://www.msi-integrity.org/assessing-eiti-msg-governance/
http://www.naturalresourcecharter.org/
http://www.naturalresourcecharter.org/
http://www.resourcegovernance.org/rgi
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Relevance: Areas for improvement 

This excerpt from Kazakhstan’s 2014-
2015 EITI work plan9 reflects work plan 
objectives that focus on procedural 
elements related to EITI report 
production, rather than on broader 
national policy priorities in the extractive 
sector. Work plans should not ignore the 
report production process, but this should 
not be the sole focus.

Mongolia’s 2013 EITI report ignores 
major issues of public concern. For 
instance, the report fails to mention 
the Development Bank of Mongolia’s  
$300million loan to state owned Erdenes 
Tavan Tolgoi.

Relevance: Areas of achievement

Madagascar’s 2014 EITI work plan10 focuses on clear national policy priorities in the 
extractive sector, identifies the governance challenges related to these priorities, and 
outlines activities aimed at improving government and company systems, not just  
producing EITI reports.

9 Available at: https://eiti.org/files/KazEITI_workplan_2014-15.pdf 
10 Available at: https://eiti.org/files/En_Madagascar_workplan_2014.pdf
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4.3.1. Data acquisition for reconciler Identification of 
companies not 

presenting reports, 
remote

consultation, repeat 
notifications,

inquiries 

Reconciler,
secretariat 

Relevant 
government 

bodies, 
national

companies, 
others

involved in 
reconciliation

April-May 
2015 

Part of budget 
programme 029 

Payers’ reports in 
USSRSU,

information on 
receipts from 

Finance Ministry, 
reconcilers under 
USSRSU, setting 

out of 
reconciliation

results in 
USSRSU

4.3.2. Preparation of preliminary 
draft reconciliation report 

Incomplete data, 
additional 

measures to gather 
data where it is 

insufficient 

Reconciler,
secretariat 

Relevant 
government 

bodies, 
national

companies, 
others

involved in 
reconciliation

Until end of 
June 2015 

Part of budget 
programme 029 

Draft report 

4.3.3. Review of draft report at NSC Recommendations 
by NSC 

NSC Until 15 July 
2015 

Not required Recommendation
s and comments 
from NSC (NSC 

minutes)

4.3.4. Revision of draft report based 
on NSC recommendations 

Reconciler 15 July – 
August 2015 

Part of budget 
programme 029 

Draft national 
report taking into 

account NSC 
comments 

4.3.5. Review of final report at NSC NSC Until end of 
August 2015 

Not required 2012
reconciliation

report approved 
by NSC 

4.4. Preparation of short and public versions of report for dissemination 
4.4.1. Preparation and approval of 

short version of EITI report 
NSC Reconciler September 

2015 
Short version 

approved
according to NSC 

minutes

Publish(the(procedures(for(awarding(
permits(and(the(list(of(permit(holders

Mining(registry(site(reactivated
Link(established(between(land(registry(site(
and(EITI(site

Ministry(of(Mines((MDM)(and(
Madagascan(Mining(Registry(Bureau(

(BCMM)
Maintain(existing(rules(and(principles(for(
award(of(mining(permits(E(including(role(of(
BCMM

Ministry(of(Mines(and(BCMM

Disruption(to(permit(management
Make(an(inventory(of(permits(being(
processed(and(study(land(registry(
processing(

Ministry(of(Mines,(BCMM,(World(
Bank

E
Implement(the(MIDAC(module((Ministries,(
Departments(and(Inspection(Agencies)(for(
the(extractive(sector

MIDAC(established(within(the(Ministry(of(
Mines

(E((
Publish(the(list(of(companies(where(the(
State(holds(shares

List(published(on(the(MDM(and(EITI(
websites

Ministry(of(Mines,(Ministry(of(
Hydrocarbons,(BCMM(and(Office(of(

National(Mines(and(Strategic(
Industries((OMNIS)

(E((
Make(public(the(types(of(State(
remunerations(from(the(extractive(
industries(in(which(it(is(a(shareholder

Types(of(remuneration(published(on(the(
MDM(and(EITI(websites

Ensure(transparency(of(oil(contracts
Reluctance(of(OMNIS(and(companies(
to(publish(petroleum(sector(contracts

Publish(oil(contracts
Publication(of(oil(contracts(on(OMNIS(and(
EITI(websites

OMNIS,(Ministry(of(Hydrocarbons Quarter(II

Clarify(regulation(of(upstream(oil(
sector

Ambiguity(of(institutional(
responsibilities(of(OMNIS,(which(has(
the(role(of(both(regulator(and(
operator(and(holds(shares(in(the(
companies

Implement(the(relevant(decisions(of(the(
2007(SDM(on(OMNIS'(mandate

Production(of(a(progress(report(on(the(
implementation(of(the(SDM

OMNIS,(Ministry(of(Hydrocarbons(
(MH)

Quarter(III(E(Quarter(IV

Create(transparency(in(mining(and(oil(
production

Verification(of(mining(production(is(
not(systematic

Strengthen(the(technical(and(material(
capacities(of(regional(departments(of(
mines,(for(a(quantitative(and(qualitative(
evaluation(of(mining(production,(as(per(the(
new(EITI(standard

Number(of(work(sessions
Number(of(staff(assigned(to(this(task

MDM Quarter(I(E(Quarter(III

Verify(the(extractive(industries'(social(
contributions

Only(gifts(have(been(taken(into(
account(by(EITI(up(to(now
Moreover,(the(environmental(audit(is(
already(assured(by(the(National(Office(
for(the(Environment((ONE)

Verify(the(effectiveness(of(companies'(
compliance(with(social(obligations

Annual(publication(of(activity(reports(and(
company(monitoring(on(the(MDM,(ONE,(
MH(and(EITI(websites

MDM,(ONE,(MH Quarter(II

50(000

Official(publication(in(the(press(of(
procedures(in(force(within(BCMM

2014%WORK%PLAN

Theme Priority%goals
Governance?related%challenges%
and%obstacles%in%the%sector

Activity Partners%/%Managers Timescale Cost%USDIndicator

Management(of(
permits(and(
contracts((Award(E(
renewal(E(
transformation)

Improve(transparency(with(regard(to(
procedure(for(awarding(mining(
permits

Moratorium(on(issuing(of(mining(
permits(during(the(transition(period(
and(management(of(licenses.

Quarter(I(E(Quarter(II

50(000

Regulation(and(
monitoring(of(
mining(and(oil(
activities

Train(decentralised(authorities(in(
legislation,(taxation,(recovery(procedures(
and(management(of(income(intended(for(
decentralised(authorities

Number(of(communes(involved(in(the(
training(sessions

Min.(Decentralisation

Support(CSOs(to(conduct(advocacy(actions(
on(the(reallocation(of(petroleum(and(
mining(revenues

Number(of(CSOs(involved(in(capacityE
raising(sessions

CSOs(and(Min.(Decentralisation

Create(a(mining(registry(reporting(system(
within(the(districts(and(regions(and(civil(
society(for(each(FAM(redistribution(
operation

Implementation(of(an(operational(
notification(system(within(the(BCMM

BCMM(and(Min.(Decentralisation Quarter(I(E(Quarter(III

Complete(the(legal(framework(governing(
the(distribution(of(ristournes(minières((not(
restricting(it(solely(to(the(communes(
involved)

Publication(of(a(law(or(decree(defining(the(
communes(involved(in(ristournes(minières

MDM,(Ministry(of(Finance(and(Budget(
(MFB),(Min.(Decentralisation

Quarter(I(E(Quarter(III

Train(the(state(and(agencies(concerned(on(
the(legal(provisions(governing(the(
distribution(of(ristournes(minières

Number(of(state(staff(and(services(involved(
in(training(sessions

MDM,(MFB,(Min.(Decentralisation,(
Decentralised(authorities

Quarter(I(E(Quarter(III

Only(4(mining(communes(practise(
participatory(budgeting((BP)

Increase(participatory(budgeting(in(
extractive(communes:(awarenessEraising,(
training(and(implementation

Number(of(new(communes(with(
participatory(budgeting(in(place

Min.(Decentralisation,(MFB Quarter(I(E(Quarter(IV

Consider(the(creation(of(a(special(account(
for(allocation(of(revenues(from(the(
extractive(sector

Publication(of(a(study(report(approved(by(
the(MSG

MFB Quarter(II(E(Quarter(IV

Create(a(priority(infrastructure(plan(for(
implementation(using(revenues(from(the(
extractive(sector

Publication(of(the(priority(infrastructure(
plan

CSO Quarter(II(E(Quarter(IV

The(development(plans(of(the(various(
partners/actors(at(the(regional(level(
often(lack(coordination(and(
consistency

Set(up(a(system(for(the(coordination(of(the(
design(and(implementation(of(the(
development(plans(made(by(the(various(
actors(and(partners(in(the(regions

Number(of(multilateral(workshops(for(
coordination(of(mining(regions'(
development(plans

MDM,(OFFICE(of(THE(PRIME(
MINISTER,(TFPs,(COMPANIES(etc.

Quarter(II

E

Carry(out(a(study(on(the(economic(and(
social(impacts(of(mining(projects(and(
ensure(followEup(and(implementation(of(
the(study's(recommendations(

Regular(publication(of(impact(studies E Quarter(II

Integrate(the(Local(Content(dimension(into(
community(development(plans

Number(of(development(plans(integrating(
local(content

E Quarter(III(E(Quarter(IV

Develop(publicEprivate(partnerships(for(the(
implementation(of(development(projects

Establishment(of(an(operational(PPP(
system

MDM(EDBM,(Chamber(of(Mines,(
(VPDAT)

Quarter(II(E(Quarter(IV

Promote(social(responsibility(programmes Number(of(CSR(programs(implemented CSOs,(private(sector,(state Quarter(II(E(Quarter(IV
Establish(a(regional(system(for(
communications((operational),(monitoring(
and(evaluation(in(these(pilot(regions:(
Atsinanana,(Alaotra(Mangoro,(Anosy,(
Atsimo(Andrefana

Establishment(of(an(operational(
communication(system

E Quarter(II(E(Quarter(IV

EITI(Reconciliation

Achieve(a(reconciliation(of(financial(
flows(between(the(extractive(
industries(and(the(state(for(tax(year(
2012E2013

Risk(of(delays(in(disclosure(of(
government(revenues(collected(in(
2013(by(government(entities(

Produce(a(reconciliation(report(covering(
two(tax(years((2012E2013)

Publication(of(a(report(approved(by(the(
MSG

Governance(and(Institutional(
Development(Project((PGDI)

Quarter(II(E(Quarter(III 120(000

Revenue(
management

Improve(the(management(and(
redistribution(of(income(from(the(
extractive(industries

The(account(numbers(of(most(of(the(
commune(bank(accounts(have(not(
been(provided(to(the(Mining(Registry(
Bureau(This(causes(the(nonE
distribution(of(mining(administrative(
fees((FAM)(in(certain(communes

Quarter(I(E(Quarter(II

70(000Need(to(harmonise(distribution(of(
mining(duties(dedicated(for(local(
allocation((ristournes)minières),(
including(definition(of(the(
"communes(involved"

Verify/improve(management(of(public(
spending(in(the(light(of(the(volatility(
of(revenues(from(the(extractive(
sector

Revenues(from(the(extractive(
industries(paid(to(the(central(
government(are(not(redistributed(to(
local(communities(in(accordance(with(
the(mining(code.(

85(000
Improve(the(extractive(sector's(
contribution(to(sustainable(
development(

The(extractive(industry's(share(in(
2011(GDP(is(0.53%

Sustainable(
development

Improve(and(measure(the(economic(
and(social(impacts(of(mining(projects(
on(the(target(population

https://eiti.org/files/KazEITI_workplan_2014-15.pdf
https://eiti.org/files/KazEITI_workplan_2014-15.pdf
https://eiti.org/files/En_Madagascar_workplan_2014.pdf
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Burkina Faso’s 2012 EITI report11 reflects disclosures relevant to debates on 
issues of public interest, as local employment emerged as a top issue that year when 
about 100 people blocked a road to protest the lack of local employment at Iam Gold’s 
Essakane mine.12 This table shows that Iam Gold employed the greatest number of 
locals (790) in absolute terms and was above average in terms of local employment as a 
percentage of total employment (40 percent). 

2. TIMELINESS

Closely related to the issue of relevance is that of timeliness. EITI-implementing 
countries need to be able to tackle today’s challenges with today’s information, not 
information from several years ago. 

Implementing countries are required to produce EITI reports that “cover data no older 
than the second to last complete accounting period”, although “[m]ulti-stakeholder 
groups are encouraged to explore opportunities to publish EITI Reports as soon as 
practically possible”13 and to “consider automated online disclosure of extractive revenues 
and payments by governments and companies on a continuous basis.” The “two year 
deadline” was developed “to allow companies and government agencies to complete 
their end of financial year reporting (and associated audits) before disclosing data for 
reconciliation and publication.”14 However, this approach now seems somewhat out-
of-sync with the EITI Standard’s emphasis on disclosures that go beyond just revenue 
and payment reconciliation, such as license allocations and budgeting processes. A 
review by the EITI International Secretariat15 found that, on average, the new set of EITI 
reports contain information that is two years old. These new reports were generally 
released a few months later than reports in previous years before the Standard applied, 
although the increase in average report production time was not caused by longer scoping, 
data collection, or reconciliation processes, but rather because procurement for report 
preparation started later. This annual “start-stop” approach to report preparation appears 
to be a significant impediment to timely reporting, as the Secretariat’s findings show that 
MSGs generally wait 14 months after the end of a fiscal year to start procuring the EITI 
report, which then requires roughly ten months to produce. 

11 Available at: https://eiti.org/files/2012%20Burkina%20Faso%20EITI%20Report%20Final.pdf
12 Simon Gongo, “Burkina Faso Residents Protest Iamgold’s Essakane Mine Jobs” (21 March 2012) http://www.

bloomberg.com/news/articles/2012-03-21/burkina-faso-residents-protest-iamgold-s-essakane-mine-
jobs-1-

13 EITI Standard, Requirement 2
14 Sam Bartlett, “Towards real-time EITI data” (5 July 2013) https://eiti.org/blog/towards-real-time-eiti-data 
15 Implementation Committee Paper 45-2, “Review of quality and timeliness of EITI reporting”, (2 February 2015)

Conciliation des paiements et des recettes minières au titre de l’exercice 2012 
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Selon les chiffres collectés dans le cadre du présent rapport, les mines industrielles emploient, au 
31 décembre 2012, 7 217 employés dont la majorité soit 95% sont des nationaux. Le détail des 
effectifs par société se détaillent comme suit : 

Sociétés 
Effectif des 
Nationaux 

Locaux 

Effectif des 
Nationaux non 

Locaux 

Effectif des Non 
Nationaux Total 

IAM GOLD ESSAKANE SA 790 1 157 20 1 967 

SEMAFO BURKINA FASO 715 0 75 790 

SMB 224 502 62 788 

SOMITA 142 586 32 760 

KALSAKA MINING  275 96 33 404 

BISSA GOLD 172 406 43 621 

BMC 132 228 23 383 

Autres entreprises minières 623 773 108 1 504 

Emplois 3 073 3 748 396 7 217 
 

L’essor du secteur minier constitue une source importante de création d’emplois donc de réduction 
du chômage. En effet, la mise en exploitation d’une société minière engendre des emplois directs 
permanents, des emplois directs temporaires et des emplois indirects.  

Il faut noter également l’existence d’un nombre important d’emplois directs temporaires et des 
emplois indirects qui se créent autour des sites miniers dont il est difficile d’avoir des statistiques. 

3.5. Collecte et affectation des revenus miniers 

3.5.1. Processus budgétaire  

Les comptes de l’état sont centralisés au sein de la balance générale des comptes du Trésor. Il 
s’agit d’un document produit annuellement, qui résulte d’une opération de centralisation par l’Agent 
Comptable Central du Trésor (ACCT), des différentes opérations exécutées par l’ensemble des 
comptables du réseau du Trésor. 

La dite balance retrace notamment, des opérations de recettes, de dépenses, de trésorerie de 
l’Etat et celles des comptes spéciaux du Trésor et des budgets annexes, ainsi que la position des 
comptes de tiers, au cours d’un exercice donné. Elle renseigne sur la tenue des comptes et le 
résultat d’exécution budgétaire et permet, ainsi, aux comptables publics de rendre compte de 
l’exécution de la loi de finances et aux autorités financières d’apprécier la gestion des opérations 
de l’Etat. 

3.5.2. Collecte des revenus 

Les paiements dus par les entreprises extractives à l’Etat sont collectés en suivant le régime de 
collecte des revenus budgétaires de l’Etat burkinabé. Sous ce régime, tous les paiements sont 
effectués en numéraire et sont versés sur le compte unique du Trésor. 

Les paiements sont effectués par les entreprises aux différentes régies financières qui sont 
principalement la DGI pour les impôts et taxes de droit commun, la DGTCP pour les paiements 
spécifiques et la DGD pour les droits de douane. 

Les autres paiements provenant du secteur minier sont effectués aux collectivités locales, au 
BUNEE et au FRE. 

En dehors des paiements en numéraire, l’octroi des permis par l’Etat peut être associé à 
l’engagement du bénéficiaire de financer des projets d’infrastructures qui bénéficient aux localités 
où les permis sont situés. 

Le schéma de circulation des flux de paiements provenant du secteur minier peut être présenté
comme suit : 

https://eiti.org/files/2012%20Burkina%20Faso%20EITI%20Report%20Final.pdf
https://eiti.org/blog/towards-real-time-eiti-data
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To improve timeliness, MSGs should:

• Include hyperlinks to any existing, up-to-date government and company 
information in EITI reports. 

• Pursue the development of real-time data collection and publication systems, 
ideally housed within the relevant government or company institution.

• Consider interim publication of information as it becomes available.

• Maintain ongoing coordination with government and company reporting institutions.

• Shift away from “start-stop” production of annual hard-copy reports and towards 
ongoing real-time platforms for gathering, accessing and analyzing the most up-to-
date extractives information from across an array of sources.

• Consider how to continue to summarize information annually (e.g., in a short EITI 
report with numerous annexes and links to real-time data) and how to ensure that 
information is accessible to stakeholders without internet connectivity (e.g., by creating 
national and local information hubs where stakeholders can access information). 

Timeliness: Areas for improvement 

Zambia did not publish its 
2012 and 2013 EITI reports 
until December 2014, the same 
month that the parliament 
passed a 2015 budget that 
significantly reformed the 
country’s mining tax code. More 
timely EITI reports could have 
helped policymakers assess 
the impacts of earlier 2012 
and 2013 changes to mineral 
royalties and capital allowances, 
before they instituted a new set 
of reforms.    

16

16 Manley, D. “A guide to mining taxation in Zambia” (2013) http://www.zipar.org.zm/documents/A%20
Guide%20to%20Mining%20taxation%20in%20Zambia.pdf, Manley, D “Caught in a trap: Zambia’s 
mineral tax reforms” (2012) ,http://www.ictd.ac/sites/default/files/ICTD%20Working%20Paper%205.
pdf, Ernst and Young “Global Tax Alert” (2014)  http://www.ey.com/Publication/vwLUAssets/
Zambia_issues_2015_Budget_proposals/$FILE/2014G_CM4805_Zambia%20issues%202015%20
Budget%20proposals.pdf, KPMG “2014 Budget Highlights” (2014)https://www.kpmg.com/ZM/
en/IssuesAndInsights/articlespublications/Tax-Publications/Documents/KPMG%20Budget%20
Highlights.pdf, IndexMundi monthly copper price, available at: http://www.indexmundi.com/
commodities/?commodity=copper&months=300

Changes in Zambia’s Tax Policy16
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Timeliness: Areas of achievement 

Liberia’s 2011-2012 EITI report17 provides a hyperlink to the website of the National 
Oil Company of Liberia (NOCAL) to enable access to information on the current status 
of concession blocks and copies of the related production sharing contracts. 

 
3. OPENNESS

When reports are published only in hard copy and PDF formats, stakeholders have 
a harder time extracting the data in order to conduct analysis. The current lack of 
machine-readable data from EITI-reports poses a significant barrier to the use of the 
information, and thus limits the likelihood of it informing public debate and governance 
reform. MSGs should boost impacts by opening data.

The EITI Standard encourages MSGs “to make EITI Reports machine readable, and to 
code or tag EITI Reports and data files so that the information can be compared with 
other publicly available data.”18 However, of the 48 EITI implementing countries, only 
ten countries19 release information in a machine-readable format, and often 
this information is not comprehensive. Going forward, countries will have to provide 

17 Available at: https://eiti.org/files/EITI_Report_Liberia_2011-12.pdf
18 EITI Standard, Section 6.2
19 Liberia (MS Word), Mongolia (data porta, Excel), Mozambique (Excel), Norway (Excel), Peru (Excel), Philippines 

(Excel summary data only), Tanzania (Excel), US (data portal, CSV), Zambia (Excel), Kazakhstan (data portal, Excel)

https://eiti.org/files/EITI_Report_Liberia_2011-12.pdf
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certain information in Excel format in a summary data template20,21, but countries 
should go beyond this minimum to comprehensively publish EITI data in an open 
format and under an open license. Open data publishing has become a recognized 
principle among governments22, bilateral donors23 and private foundations.24 Many EITI 
countries also participate in the Open Government Partnership, and countries should 
seek to increase synergies between open data activities in both initiatives. 

To improve openness, MSGs should:

• Publish comprehensive – not just summary – EITI data. Even non-revenue 
information, like extractives license registers and cadasters, should be published as 
open data, in machine-readable format with a clear open data license.

• Make data interoperable in order to increase its utility for stakeholders. For example, 
company names should be supplemented by the official company identifier number 
from the government in order to increase traceability. Mongolia already provides 
company identifiers in its EITI reporting.

• Publish data in open data format like Excel or CSV.

• Publish EITI data under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 Generic 
License (CC BY 4.0)25. This license enables users to freely utilize the data as long as 
they appropriately attributed it to the source. This license will be in full compliance 
with the “Open Definition”26, an internationally recognized standard for open data 
publication.

• Designate an open data focal point or working group within the MSG or national 
secretariat to coordinate open data activities.

• Include open data instructions in the terms of reference for report production.

• Access open data training, technical support and data tools from support organizations.

20 The summary data template can be accessed at: https://eiti.org/document/eiti-summary-data-template 
21 EITI Standard, Section 5.3(b)
22 For instance, see: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/open-data-charter/g8-open-data-charter-

and-technical-annex  
23 For instance, see: https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/

file/181176/DFIDResearch-Open-and-Enhanced-Access-Policy.pdf 
24 For instance, see: http://www.gatesfoundation.org/How-We-Work/General-Information/Open-Access-

Policy
25 Access the license at: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
26 Available at: http://opendefinition.org/licenses/

https://eiti.org/document/eiti-summary-data-template
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/open-data-charter/g8-open-data-charter-and-technical-annex
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/open-data-charter/g8-open-data-charter-and-technical-annex
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/181176/DFIDResearch-Open-and-Enhanced-Access-Policy.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/181176/DFIDResearch-Open-and-Enhanced-Access-Policy.pdf
http://www.gatesfoundation.org/How-We-Work/General-Information/Open-Access-Policy
http://www.gatesfoundation.org/How-We-Work/General-Information/Open-Access-Policy
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
http://opendefinition.org/licenses/
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Openness: Areas for improvement 

Ghana’s 2012-2013 EITI reports27 are only available in PDF format. Even though these 
reports contain comprehensive disclosures and recommendations, stakeholders can 
only do limited research and analysis because the data is not available in an open format. 
Stakeholders must cut and paste each figure into a spreadsheet if they wish to conduct 
analysis, deterring the use of the data and increasing the potential for data entry errors. 

Openness: Areas of achievement 

Information from Zambia’s 2012 and 2013 EITI reports are available in a machine-
readable format. This enables stakeholders to conduct thorough research and analysis 
using EITI data, increasing the usefulness and potential impact of EITI disclosures. 

27 Available at: http://www.gheiti.gov.gh/site/index.php?option=com_phocadownload&view=category&id=2
1:national-reports&Itemid=54

GHEITI Report - Oil & Gas Sector for 2012 and 2013. 
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Results of Reconciliation, Observations and Recommendations 

Reconciliation results for 2012 and 2013 as well as total revenue inflows into the 
Petroleum Holding Fund, and Jubilee crude oil reconciliations for the GNPC are 
indicated below. 

  RECONCILIATION BY COMPANIES-Oil and Gas

2012                                                                                         Initial     Amounts Initial Discrepancy                                      Final Amount

COMPANIES Company Government Resolved                 Unresolved Company Government

(Over) (Under)

GNPC 541,071,322.70   541,071,323.00  (0.30)                  230.85          (231.15)          541,071,322.70  541,071,323.00    

Tullow -                      63,866.95           (63,866.95)         63,866.95   63,866.95           63,866.95             

Kosmos 35,438.56            35,438.56           -                     -               35,438.56           35,438.56             

Anadarko -                      -                     -                     -               -                      -                       

Saltpond 337,304.00          339,454.33         (2,150.33)           269.67          (2,420.00)       337,304.00         339,454.33           

Sabre Oil -                      -                     -                     -               -                      -                       

PetroSA -                      -                     -                     -               -                      -                       

Total 541,444,065.26   541,510,082.84  (66,017.58)         63,866.95   500.52          (2,651.15)       541,507,932.21  541,510,082.84    

Source:Original company templates  

 

   Reconciliation by company

2013                            Initial Amounts Initial Discrepancy                         Unresolved                   Final Amounts

COMPANIES Company Government Resolved over under Company Government

GNPC 628,580,078.49 628,580,078.49                -                                       -                             628,580,078.49 628,580,078.49    

Tullow 106,909,572.00      107,025,730.31                (116,158.31)                  116,358.75          200.44              107,025,930.75    107,025,730.31    

Kosmos 70,453,202.90         55,021,795.90                   15,431,407.00            (15,431,379.00) 28.00 55,021,823.90       55,021,795.90       

Anadarko 0 55,071,284.00                   (55,071,284.00)          -                             (55,071,284.00)     0 55,071,284.00       

Saltpond 171,695.00                171,595.00                           100.00                              100.00 171,695.00              171,595.00              

PetroSA 0 0 -                                       -                             0 0 0 0

Total 806,114,548.39 845,870,483.70                (39,755,935.31)          (15,315,020.25) 328.44              (55,071,284.00)     790,799,528.14    845,870,483.70    

Source: original Company Templates  

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.gheiti.gov.gh/site/index.php?option=com_phocadownload&view=category&id=21:national-reports&Itemid=54
http://www.zambiaeiti.org/index.php/ct-menu-item-13
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4. ANALYSIS

Too often MSG members see the publication of an EITI report as the end of the process. 
A critical step in getting from reporting to reform is conducting analysis on sector 
policies and administration using the information in EITI reports. MSGs should ask 
what the data in reports means.

The EITI Standard encourages MSGs to “produce brief summary reports, with clear and 
balanced analysis of the information” in EITI reports.28  We found that only a few MSGs 
had developed analysis based on data in the latest EITI reports. 

To improve analysis MSGs should:

• Develop a plan for conducting analysis on national policy priorities in their work 
plans using EITI data.

• Consider whether to directly conduct or commission analysis, and determine 
whether such analysis will be included within EITI reports or as separate 
publications.

• Encourage other actors to produce analysis for both public consumption (e.g., 
journalists, academics, CSOs) and their own institutional use (e.g., government 
agencies, parliamentarians).

• Allocate human and financial resources for analysis in the EITI work plan.

• Include analysis as part of the terms of reference for the production of the EITI report.

• Conduct outreach to determine how EITI reports can be shaped to best serve 
analytical needs of journalists, academics, CSOs, government agencies, and 
parliamentarians.

Analysis: Areas of achievement 

The Liberia EITI MSG conducted analysis29 on whether extractive sector permits, 
licenses, and contracts awarded between 2009 and 2011 were in compliance with 
applicable Liberian laws at the time of their award.    

28  EITI Standard, Section 6.2(a)
29 Download the analysis at: http://www.leiti.org.lr/uploads/2/1/5/6/21569928/leiti_post_award_process_

audit_final_report.pdf
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Findings 

We set out in the tables below the status of compliance for each of the contracts reviewed.  

Table 1 - Summary of compliance 

Compliant C 

Partially compliant PC 

Non-compliant  NC 

Limitation of scope LoS 

 
- A contract was judged as compliant where we did not note several instances of non-compliance; 

- A contract was judged as partially compliant when the instances of non-compliance encountered 
were not material to the extent that the whole process was deficient;  

- A contract was judged as non-compliant with applicable regulations where we noted major 
departures from relevant legislation; and 

- A limitation of scope was emitted when we did not receive the documentation pertaining to the 
award process. 

Ref 
n° 

Sector/ 
Agency Category Company/Contract Location/other 

Reference Findings (*) 
Overall 

Compliance 
with 

Regulation  

1 

Agriculture 
MOA Concessions 

Cavalla Rubber Corporation Maryland 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 12 PC 

2 Golden Veroleum (Liberia) Inc. Multiple 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 12, 
21 

NC 

3 Maryland Palm Oil / Decoris Maryland 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 11 PC 

4 Sime Darby Plantation (Liberia) 
Inc 

Multiple 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 12, 
21 

PC 

              
5 

Oil 
NOCAL 

Production 
Sharing 

Contracts 

GOL, Anadarko Liberia LB - 10 3, 4, 5, 6, 13, 14, 16 PC 

6 GOL, Oranto & Chevron Liberia 
Ltd. (2nd Addendum) 

LB - 11 13, 14, 16 C  

7 GOL, Oranto & Chevron Liberia 
Ltd. (2nd Addendum) 

LB - 12 13, 14, 16 C  

8 GOL, Oranto Petroleum Ltd LB - 14 3, 4, 5, 6, 13, 14, 15, 
16 

NC 

9 GOL, Oranto & Chevron Liberia 
Ltd. (2nd Addendum) 

LB - 14 3, 4, 5, 6, 13, 14, 15, 
16 

NC (**) 

              
10 

Forestry 
FDA 

Forest 
Management 

Contracts 

Atlantic Resources Ltd. A - P, Multiple 3, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 17, 
18 

NC 

11 Euro Liberia Logging Co. A - F, Multiple 3, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 17, 
18, 19 

NC 

12 Geblo Inc A - I, Multiple 3, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 17, 
18 

NC 

13 International Consultant Capital 
(ICC) 

A - K, Multiple 3, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 17, 
18 

NC 

14 Timber Sale 
Contracts 

Akewa Group of Companies A - 3, Grand 
Bassa 

3, 5, 6, 11, 17, 18, 
39 

NC 

http://www.leiti.org.lr/uploads/2/1/5/6/21569928/leiti_post_award_process_audit_final_report.pdf
http://www.leiti.org.lr/uploads/2/1/5/6/21569928/leiti_post_award_process_audit_final_report.pdf
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Mongolia’s30 EITI e-reporting website includes year-on-year analysis of revenue streams. 

5. ACTION

EITI implementation is of little value if it fails to bring tangible improvements to natural 
resource governance in EITI member countries. Timely EITI reports that are relevant 
and contain open data that has been meaningfully analyzed should ultimately facilitate 
improved governance.

MSGs are required to “review the outcomes and impact of EITI implementation on natural 
resource governance” in their annual activity reports.31 We found that only around half of 
countries considered whether their EITI processes had impacted sector governance 
in their annual activity reports. In EITI reports themselves, only a few countries included 
recommendations on substantive policy improvements that went beyond just 
improving EITI reporting. 

To improve action, MSGs should:

• Recommend improvements in fiscal and legal policies.

• Recommend improvements on policy enforcement and administration, and corruption. 

• Recommend improvements to institutional mandates and interagency coordination. 

• Recommend improvements to transparency and accountability in government and 
company systems.

• Share recommendations with government agencies and company representatives.

• Explore how EITI best practice can be mainstreamed into government and company 
systems.

• Ensure that government representatives on the MSG transmit EITI recommendations 
and lessons within their agencies.

• Encourage advocacy by accountability actors.

30 See: http://e-reporting.eitimongolia.mn/dataExplorer
31  EITI Standard, Section 7.2
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Action: Areas for improvement 

The recommendations in Kazakhstan’s 2013 EITI report32 focus exclusively on 
improving EITI reporting. 

Action: Areas of achievement  

Ghana’s 2013 EITI oil and gas and mining reports33 contain substantive policy 
recommendations along the entire decision chain: they recommend reform of the 
licensing regime; include bidding rounds and open contracts; identify local revenues 
that were never disbursed; and demand compliance with regulations that require the 
development of an investment guide for the petroleum funds.  

32  Available at: https://eiti.org/files/EITI-2013-Report-Kazakhstan_Annex.pdf 
33 Available at: https://eiti.org/report/ghana/2013

83 

V. RECOMMENDATIONS  
According to the results of the reconciliation performed we recommend: 

1. Payers providing Reports on Taxes and Other Obligatory Payments to the Budget for 
reconciliation must improve the quality of preparation of Reports in compliance with 
the Report Completion Instruction. 

2. Recipient (the Tax Committee of the Ministry of Finance of the RoK and the 
Customs Committee of the Ministry of Finance of the RoK) must be obliged to provide 
data on receipt of payments within the terms established by Terms of Reference, and 
specify the discrepancies after supporting documents are received from Reconciling 
Company (from Payers). The officials must be engaged as employees and be held 
responsible for provision of form of Report on Essential Tax and Non-Tax Receipts and 
for the information provided. 

3. The Treasury must be obliged to timely provide Form on receipts paid by Payers in 
US dollars according to Attachment 1-2. 

4. The Companies making payments in US dollars must be obliged to provide 
Attachment 1-1 "Form on payments made in US dollars", and attach currency payment 
register in IIS USMS. 

5. The work plan for 2014 must include seminars and trainings to be conducted by 
NCPC for responsible officials of companies on meeting the Report Form Completion 
Instruction for preparation of Report. 

5.1, Recommendations how to improve the form of "Report on Taxes and Other 
Obligatory Payments to the Budget" in USSMS IIS 
 
1.   In connection with addition of new BCCs (106110, 105109, 105110) for Customs 
Payments, the form must be amended.   

2. Amendments must be made to Section III of USSMS IIS titled "Other Non-Tax 
Receipts to the Budget" of Attachment 1 "Form of Report on Tax and Non-Tax 
Payments to be completed by Payers/Recipients", in line 23, deductions for social and 
economic development of region and development of its infrastructure are shown, and 
they must be denoted under number of sub-line 22.1, and must be included in the total 
of line 22. Therefore, "Instruction on completion of reports in USSMS IIS" must be 
amended as follows: line "Deductions for social and economic development of region 
and development of its infrastructure" must be deleted from Section III "Other Non-Tax 
Receipts to the Budget", which states that this item must be included in the general total. 

3. In Section I "Taxes" of the above Instruction on completion of reports in USSMS IIS, 
instead of words "individual income tax on withholding incomes", it is necessary to 
state just "individual income tax" which corresponds to line 2, not sub-line 2.1, as 
specified above. 
 
4. In Attachment 1 of USSMS IIS titled "Form of Report on Tax and Non-Tax 
Payments" to be completed by Payers/Recipients, under line 28, different taxes are 
indicated twice, namely: "excise taxes on goods imported to the Republic of 
Kazakhstan" and "VAT for the goods imported to the Republic of Kazakhstan except 
for VAT on the goods originating and imported from the Russian Federation and the 
Republic of Belarus". The numbering for the 2nd tax must be changed to 29 in the form 
of Attachment 1 of USSMS IIS to be completed. 

Final Report-Production of Mining Sector GHEITI Report for 2012 and 2013.  

94 
 

11.0 OBSERVATIONS, SIGNIFICANT FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

11.1 OBSERVATION: LICENSING REGIME 

The mode of awarding licences and concessions still remain, as first –come- first- served 
basis. The determination of who came first is left for only the Commission to determine.  
 
11.1.1 Recommendation 
In order to ensure full transparency in the system, an open round of bidding should be 
conducted with the highest bidder obtaining the concession. This will ensure 
.transparency and also has the potential of generating higher revenue. The Minerals 
Commission should accelerate its plans to introduce the tendering process. 
   

11.2 OBSERVATION: CADASTRAL SYSTEM OF ACCESSING LICENCES  
As indicated in the earlier section 2.4, interested investors will have to conduct searches 
to find out if the concessions required have not been granted to others by paying some 
fees. However these searches are partially computerized. The system as currently used 
has these shortfalls. i) It is not available online. ii) The details provided do not include the 
coordinates of the concessions.  iii) Transfers of mineral rights though documented are 
not computerized; iv) fees made on these concessions are also not provided. 

11.2.1 Recommendation  

In order to ensure transparency and the effective management of mineral rights licences, 
an online cadastral system should be introduced. This should include information on 
coordinates of concessions and transfers of mineral rights as well as fees paid. 

The Minerals Commission should have official online cadastre map with details of 
licences. With the EITI requirement of documenting licence allocation and transfers, an 
online cadastral system will be of immense assistance.  

11.3 OBSERVATION: SMALL SCALE MINING, GOLD PRODUCTION AND MINERAL 
REVENUES. 

According to the Minerals Commission, small scale producers accounted for over 34% of 
gold production. (See section 2.4 on production).  However there was no mineral royalty 
payment by small scale gold.  

https://eiti.org/files/EITI-2013-Report-Kazakhstan_Annex.pdf
https://eiti.org/report/ghana/2013
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Nigeria’s EITI published substantive recommendations on the Petroleum Industry Bill 
and participated in a National Assembly hearing on the legislation.34 

 

PART 2: CONTENT

6. CONTRACTS
Disclosing contracts and licenses is one of the most important steps that EITI 
implementing countries can take to promote more effective management of their 
extractive resources. Contract transparency promotes constructive relationships 
between citizens, companies and governments, which can reduce conflict and 
facilitate stability in the sector. It helps set realistic expectations about the terms of and 
timelines for extraction, which facilitates accurate government revenue collection and 
forecasting. And the disclosure of contracts provides enhanced opportunities for multi-
stakeholder monitoring of adherence to obligations, which encourages all parties to act 
accountably in project implementation. Without an understanding of the contractual 
rights and obligations that govern extraction, stakeholders are unable to fully analyze 
EITI information. Contract disclosure enhances the utility of all EITI disclosures by 
providing context for revenue information, production figures, and other data. MSG 
members should consider the exponential potential of contract disclosure to 
enhance the overall impact of EITI implementation.

Section 3.12 of the EITI Standard encourages EITI-implementing countries to “publicly 
disclose any contracts and licenses that provide the terms attached to the exploitation 
of oil, gas and minerals.” The EITI Standard also requires that reports document the 
government’s policy on contract disclosure and, where applicable, provide an overview 
of the contracts and licenses that are publicly available, and include a reference or link to 
the location where these are published. 

Of the 22 reports that have been prepared under the EITI Standard, only six (DRC, 
Liberia, Congo, Mali, Mozambique and the Philippines) provide links to contracts. 
Whilst Timor Leste refers to a publicly available contracts database, the report doesnt 
include a link. Another four reports (Niger, Republic of Congo, Timor Leste , and Sao 
Tome and Principe) indicate that contracts are publicly available, but fail to provide 

34 Noel Onoja “NEITI urges NASS to address community issues” (6 August 2013) http://www.vanguardngr.
com/2013/08/neiti-urges-nass-to-address-community-issues/ 

NEITI
Position on 
the Petroleum 
Industry Bill 
2012

http://neiti.org.ng/sites/default/files/press-release/uploads/neiti-position-final.pdf
http://www.vanguardngr.com/2013/08/neiti-urges-nass-to-address-community-issues/
http://www.vanguardngr.com/2013/08/neiti-urges-nass-to-address-community-issues/
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a link or information on how to access them. And four reports (Burkina Faso, Côte 
d’Ivoire, Democratic Republic of Congo and Mauritania) note that contract disclosure 
is required by law in the country, but does not fully take place in practice. Sixty-four 
percent of the new reports indicate that contracts are required to be disclosed 
or recommend that they should be. Nine reports (Iraq, Kazakhstan, Liberia, Nigeria, 
Norway, Mauritania, Togo, Timor Leste & Zambia) fail to describe the country’s policy 
on contract disclosure.

To improve contract disclosure MSGs should:

• Act on recommendations to pursue contract transparency contained in EITI reports 
and elsewhere.

• Undertake a thorough evaluation of whether and how contract disclosure could 
contribute to the achievement of national policy objectives.

• Decide on the types of licenses and contracts to disclose, and when to disclose them.

• Assemble and verify the contracts to be disclosed.

• Publish copies of contracts on a website that is accessible free of charge and without 
a registration requirement, and make copies available free-of-charge in hard copy. 
Published contracts should be in open format that can be searched, rather than 
locked pdfs.

• Develop strategies for public education on contracts.

• Request authorization from the proper levels of government and coordinate with 
the ministry or agency that is the signatory of the contract or issuer of the license, to 
ensure that the correct, complete documents are collected. 

• Coordinate with companies to help address any commercial sensitivity or 
confidentiality concerns they may have.

• Engage with technical support providers like the World Bank Institute, Columbia 
Center on Sustainable Investment, NRGI, and the Open Contracting Partnership.

Contracts: Areas for improvement 

Niger’s 2012 EITI report states that contract disclosure is a constitutional requirement 
and that contracts are published in full in the Official Journal of the Republic of Niger, 
but no information is given on how or where stakeholders can obtain copies of the 
Official Journal. 

     25 
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3.10 Contrats 
 

3.10.1 Encouragement à la divulgation publique des contrats 
 
Plus qu’un encouragement, la divulgation publique des contrats ainsi que des revenus des industries 
extractives est une obligation constitutionnelle et légale au Niger. En effet, c’est d’abord la Constitution, 
loi fondamentale, en son article 150, qui fait obligation au gouvernement de publier les contrats : «Les 
contrats de prospection et d’exploitation des ressources naturelles et du sous-sol ainsi que les revenus 
versés à l’Etat, désagrégés, société par société, sont intégralement publiés au Journal Officiel de la 
République du Niger». 
 

3.10.2 Documentation de la politique de l’Etat en matière de divulgation 
 
Les décisions d’octroyer les licences sont prises en conseil des ministres et dont le compte rendu est 
diffusé par voie de presse (journal, radio et télévision d’Etat) le jour même par le secrétariat général du 
gouvernement avant d’être publié dans le Journal Officiel de la République du Niger (JORN). L’intégralité 
des contrats est ensuite publiée dans le JORN, conformément à la Constitution.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://eiti.org/files/Rapport%20du00E9finitif%20collecte%202012.pdf
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Contracts: Areas of achievement  

Guinea’s EITI website provides a link to their publicly available contracts database 
(www.contratsminiersguinee.org), which promotes wider understanding of contract 
terms by linking the full contracts and licenses to plain-language summaries of 
key terms, facilitating analysis of issues that users are particularly interested in. 
The government of Guinea pioneered this approach, which builds on technology 
being developed by the global www.resourcecontracts.org project. The technical 
support providers noted above can help MSGs develop similar sites tailored to their 
specifications. 

 

7. BENEFICIAL OWNERSHIP 

While a complex and opaque ownership structure is not necessarily a sure sign that 
an extractives company is engaging in misconduct, secret ownership structures do 
enable some extractive companies to evade tax payments or hide improper relationships 
with government officials. Publishing information about the “beneficial owners” of 
companies — the human beings who ultimately control or derive economic benefits 
from companies — can help to deter such practices and enable detection. MSGs should 
identify the people with whom countries do business.

In the course of developing the EITI Standard, the EITI International Board determined 
that the initiative should in the future require disclosure of beneficial ownership 
information for companies operating in implementing countries. It was agreed that, 
subject to successful piloting, the EITI Board will develop detailed provisions with 
a view to making this an EITI requirement from 1 January 2016. We applaud the 
countries currently taking part in the EITI beneficial ownership pilot35 for tackling 
this critical issue. The pilot has revealed that disclosing useful beneficial ownership 
information is feasible and useful. While a fair amount of legal ownership information 
has been dislcosed in pilot countries, a relatively small number of beneficial owners have 

35  See: https://eiti.org/pilot-project-beneficial-ownership 

http://www.itie-guinee.org/
http://www.contratsminiersguinee.org
http://www.resourcecontracts.org
https://eiti.org/pilot-project-beneficial-ownership
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been disclosed.  However, the pilots form an excellent basis for returning to companies 
and asking them to report on their beneficial owners. 

To improve beneficial ownership disclosures, MSGs should:

• Develop and publish a clear definition of “beneficial owner” which includes 
fundamental aspects such as natural persons (meaning a human being, not a 
company), ultimate owners (which goes beyond just shareholders and direct legal 
title), economic benefit (including indirect relationships or influence resulting in 
receipt of a significant part of the company’s economic benefit), and control (e.g., 
individuals with a significant say in company decision-making, regardless of their 
legal ownership).

• Collect beneficial ownership information by asking companies to provide it instead 
of seeking such information from government registries, which generally do not 
have it. Include additional details about the identity of beneficial owners, such as 
address, nationality and date of birth.

• Consider what approach will make beneficial ownership information most useful to 
their objectives and priorities, such as incorporating disclosures for any politically 
affiliated beneficial owners and chains of ownership alongside ultimate owners.

• Communicate with reporting companies so that they clearly understand the 
information being sought.

• Discuss with government how beneficial ownership disclosures can be 
incorporated into existing, related platforms, such as license registries and contract 
disclosure platforms, which can significantly increase the usability of such data.

• Seek inputs from civil society on how to make the information most useful as a tool 
for public understanding.

Beneficial Ownership: Areas for improvement 

This example from Nigeria’s 2012 mining EITI report36 demonstrates the problem of 
identifying corporations, rather than natural persons, as beneficial owners, even though 
the report does in other instances identify individuals. 

36 Available at: https://eiti.org/files/Nigeria-SMA-Report-2012_0.pdf
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Companies N° Name/Entity Level of 
ownership 

Nationality of the 
owner

Stock
exchange 
quotations 

(yes/no) 

Stock exchange 
Owner  

(if the company's 
shares are not 

quoted) 
2 Setraco International Holdings S.A.L 49.00% NA No NA NC
3 Said Khalaf 11.00% Nigerian No NA NC

Crushed Rock Ind. Ltd  
1 Pescher 52.00% German No NA NC
2 Others 48.00% Nigerian No NA NC

Ashaka Cem Plc 
1 Lafarge Nigeria UK Ltd 58.61% French Yes Nigerian stock exchange NA
2 Nigerian Investors 41.39% Nigerian Yes Nigerian stock exchange NA

Zeberced Nig. Ltd 
1 Aydin Kurt 60.00% Turkissh No NA NC
2 Erkan Kurt 40.00% Turkissh No NA NC

Ratcon Construction Co. Ltd. 
1 Courdean(Nigeria) Limited 51.00% Nigerian No NA NC
2 Leya Investments Limited 39.00% Nigerian No NA NC
3 Fahd Hana Khoury 10.00% Lebanese No NA NC

Arab Contractors Nig. Ltd 
1 Abbstal Construction Nigeria Limited 60.00% Nigerian No NA NC
2 Arab Contractors(OAO) Cairo 40.00% Egyptian No NA NC

P.W. Nig. Ltd 
1 Nigerian citizens 41.80% Nigerian NA NA NC
2 P.W Group 58.20% Irish NA NA NC

CCNN Plc 

1 Northern States Government 7.56% Nigerian Yes Nigerian Stock Exchange NC
2 Corporate 73.60% Nigerian Yes Nigerian Stock Exchange NC
3 Individual 18.79% Nigerian Yes Nigerian Stock Exchange NC
4 Institution 0.05% Nigerian Yes Nigerian Stock Exchange NC

Kopek Construction Ltd 

1 Maurice Holdings Ltd 25.00% Nigerian No NA NC
2 Flake Holding Establishment 25.00% Lebanese No NA NC
3 Ivar Holding Establishment 25.00% Lebanese No NA NC
4 Raymond Holding Limited 25.00% Nigerian No NA NC

Gilmor Engineering Ltd 
1 Eli Goldhar 50.00% Israeli NA NA NA
2 Avi Abekasis 50.00% Isreali NA NA NA

Triacta 
1 Triacta Holding 100.00% Nigerian NA NA NA
2 Okorie Ukwu 0.00% Nigerian NA NA NA

Mother Cat Ltd 
1 CAT International Ltd 100.00% British NA NA NA
2 Mr Georges Saliba 0.00% Lebanese NA NA NA
3 Mr Aziz Bassoul 0.00% Lebanese NA NA NA

China Civil Engineering 
Construction Corporation 1 Chinese Government NC NC NC NC NC

Georgio Rock Ltd 
1 Ghassan Rizk  13.00% Lebanese NA NA NA
2 Joseph Salloum 87.00% Lebanese NA NA NA

Tongyi Allied Mining Ltd 1 You Zheng 72.00% Chinese NA NA NA

https://eiti.org/files/Nigeria-SMA-Report-2012_0.pdf
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Beneficial Ownership: Areas of achievement 

This example from the Democratic Republic of Congo’s 2012 EITI report37 goes 
beyond the immediate shareholding companies and trust arrangement, and identifies a 
politically affiliated person38 as the ultimate beneficial owner of this company. 

 

 
Although this example from Mongolia’s EITI website focuses on shareholder 
information, which is not the same as beneficial ownership information, it does a good 
job of explaining the name, nationality and ownership percentage of natural persons. 

 
8. PRODUCTION 

Data on production helps put revenue figures in context, so that people can understand 
how public revenues compare to the total value of the extracted resources. MSGs should 
determine what extracted resources are worth.

Under the EITI Standard39, reporting countries must now disclose a range of contextual 
information, including on exploration activities, production and export values and 
volumes, with each broken down by commodity and state or region, where applicable. 
Our initial review of EITI reports suggests that while most countries were able to provide 
some limited information on production and exports, 81 percent of countries are 

37 Available at: https://eiti.org/files/Rapport%20de%20Conciliation%20ITIE%20RDC%202012.pdf
38 For more information on Dan Gertler, see: http://www.africaprogresspanel.org/gecamines-didnt-tell-

government-of-kcc-gertler-deal/
39 EITI Standard, Section 3.3, 3.5a&b
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JMT Sigle Actionnaire  % 
Participation Propriété réelle 

JMT JMT     WU LIJUE (99 parts) 

FEZA MINING FEZA 
WANBAO RESOURCE 51.00% N/C 
WANBAO REXCO 49.00% N/A 

BOLFAST   BOKONDA BALELA 
FAUSTIN 100.00% BOKONDA BALELA FAUSTIN à 100%. Mr Fausitin est député 

depuis l'année 2011. 

EXPLOITATIONS  ARTISANALES DU CONGO EXACO 

DALEVILLE HOLDINGS LTD 64.00% DALEVILLE HOLDING LTD  SA est incrite à Gibraltar. 
L'information sur les propriétaires réels n'a pas été disponible. 

KASONGO BIN MULONDA 6.00% KASONGO BIN MULONDA à 6% 
KYUNGU WA KABILA 15.00% KYUNGU WA KABILA à 15% 
KASONGO ILUNGA 5.00% KASONGO ILUNGA à 5% 
MALAKERA 
CIRIMWINGOMA 10.00% MALAKERA CIRIMWINGOMA à 10% 

COMPANY MINIERE DE DILALA SPRL CMD 
ISMAIL AL FARRAN 75.00% ISMAIL AL FARRAN (75%) 
OLIVIER KATWETEBA 25.00% OLIVIER KATWETEBA (25%) 

CONGO JINJUN CHENG MINING COMPAGNY   CJCMC 100.00% N/C 
SOCIETE MATTADORE SPRL       Société en liquidation 

KANSUKI MINING SPRL KANSUKI 
KANSUKI INVESTMENTS 
SPRL 75.00% 

Au 31 décembre 2012, la propriété indirecte totale du Groupe 
Fleurette dans Kanuski est de 62,5%. Le Goupe Fleurette est 
détenu par un trust au bénéfice de la famille de Dan Gertler. 

BIKO INVEST CORP 25.00% N/A 

COMPAGNIE MINIERE DE LUISHA COMILU 
ZONGWE KILUBA 28.00% N/A 
CREC 72.00% N/C 

KIBALI GOLD MINES KIBALI 
SOKIMO 10.00% N/A 
RAND GOLD 45.00% N/A 
ANGLO GOLD 45.00% N/A 

LA CONGOLAISE DES MINES ET DE DEVELOPPEMENT 
SPRL COMIDE 

SIMPLEX HOLDING SPRL 95.00% N/C 
ENRC CONGO BV 5.00% N/A 

LA MINIERE DE KALUMBWE MYUNGA MKM 

MONSIEUR SUKADI 
DIABOD 17.50%  SUKUDI DIABOD (19.8%) 

LUNA MINING SPRL 11.50% N/A 
CHINA RAILWAY 
RESSOUCES UNIVERSAL 
LIMITES 

71.00% MAO DEBAO et LIXIN represantants de la firme CHINE 
RAILWAY RESOURCES UNIVERSAL Limited (80.2%) 

ENTREPRISE GENERALE MALTA FOREST EGMF     N/C 

AFRICAN MINERALS BARBADOS (KAMOA Copper SA) AMBL 

ETAT CONGOLAIS  5.00% N/A 
KAMOA HOLDING LTD 94.00% N/C 
IVANHOE MINES 
BARBABOS LTD 1.00% N/A 

ASHANTI GOLDFIELDS KILO SARL AGK Sokimo 14.00% N/A 

https://eiti.org/files/Rapport%20de%20Conciliation%20ITIE%20RDC%202012.pdf
http://www.eitimongolia.mn/en/beneficial-owners
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struggling to assign a monetary value to production volumes. Only Mongolia, 
Ghana, Albania and Mozambique disclose production values by commodity, and none 
break these values down by state or region. However, disclosing data on production 
volumes by commodity appears to have been relatively straightforward. 

To improve production data, MSGs should:

• Develop methods for disclosing values of production and disaggregating these by 
state or region, where applicable.

• Include the price data and formula used to compute production values.

• Report on production for at least one year prior to enable comparison over time.

• Reconcile government and company production data. 

• Identify a reliable source of information for production and export data, and not 
relying exclusively upon company production figures. This could include mapping 
out the different government agencies/bodies that release production data and 
determining which is the most reliable. 

Production: Areas for improvement  

Mongolia’s 2013 report40 is only one of two reports to disclose production values for 
all of the country’s commodities. But it fails to include the prices and formula used to 
calculate those values.  

Production: Areas of achievement  

The DRC’s 2012 EITI report41 usefully reconciled government and company 
exploration values and volumes and identified a number of discrepancies. 

 

 

40 Available at: https://eiti.org/files/Shorter%20PDF%20MEITI%20Report-English%20Master_final_2013.pdf
41 Available at: http://www.itierdc.com/formulaire/Rapport%20de%20Conciliation%20ITIE%20RDC%20

2012%20-%20Final%20.pdf
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No. Commodities Production  Sales  
Quantity Amount 

(thous.MNT) 
Quantity Amount 

(thous.MNT) 
1 Copper concentrate 801,839.6 1,489,270,910.0 531,498.3 1,204,396,963.1 
2 Molybdenum concentrate 3,700.0 19,186,346.5 3,638.0 44,188,792.5 
3 Gold 7,932.0 382,185,405.9 26,328.2 506,701,710.4 
4 Silver 403.4 9,700,212.0 1,286.7 2,078,208.8 
5 Coal 7,190,950.9 148,661,737.2 7,115,783.1 153,870,451.2 
6 Bituminous coal 1,042,945.1 40,757,115.5 1,126,809.1 77,912,620.4 
7 Pitch 143.8 129,798.6 143.8 40,685.1 
8 Semi coked coal 1,606.5 1,449,951.3 1,606.5 219,064.1 

10 Concentrated coking coal 5,306,300.0 187,800,532.0 4,421,538.5 614,632,139.9 
11 Cola (by-product) 2,289,304.0 10,892,387.0 1,318,302.3 57,880,605.6 
13 Coked coal 8,635,500.1 259,544,187.0 - - 
14 Spar concentrate 84,200.3 8,055,417.6 66,739.2 14,572,258.5 
15 Spar ore 18,070.5 88,100,994.4 12,131.8 1,550,955.0 
16 Iron ore 4,099,403.0 156,151,987.7 3,183,340.4 235,862,196.1 
17 Iron ore concentrate 

(monolith) 
2,851,683.4 176,441,907.3 2,929,847.3 266,280,036.6 

18 Iron ore concentrate 
(ground) 

3,891,405.5 9,434,828.5 519,754.4 19,946,065.4 

19 Brick 5,041.7 794,038.3 4,774.0 749,569.6 
20 Lead concentrate 1,141.3 4,075,114.3 1,071.3 2,744,359.3 
21 Wolfram concentrate 303.9 7,765,384.0 263.9 7,765,384.0 
23 Sodium sulfide 1,020.0 918,000.0 700.0 686,066.0 
24 Tin concentrate 273.0 - 318.9 4,860,405.6 
27 Zinc 114,674.1 28,707,030.0 130,630.6 105,661,080.5 

Table-44 
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Annexe 10 : Données sur les exportations minières en quantité et en valeur 

Sociétés Produits Unité 
Exportation en Quntité Exportation en Valeur 

Sociétés Etat Différence Sociétés Etat Différence 

 TFM   Cath.Cu (99%)   Tonnes  152 356 156 821 (4 465) 1 187 449 649 1 043 020 615 144 429 034 
   Hydro.Co (±29%)   Tonnes  11 260 66 155 (54 895) 196 574 019 341 957 435 (145 383 416) 

 KCC  

 Cath.Cu (99%)   Tonnes  59 368 41 632 17 736 444 393 832 329 173 151 115 220 682 
 Co.Electro   Tonnes  2 243 2 152 90 52 327 757 63 003 412 (10 675 655) 
 Co0.CuCo   Tonnes  18 181 98 854 (80 673) 104 960 275 171 529 377 (66 569 103) 
 Nod.Cu   Tonnes  - 19 741 (19 741)  148 058 345 (148 058 345) 

 MUMI   Conc.CuCo   Tonnes  49 750 38 643 11 107 42 703 642 41 465 195 1 238 447 
   Cath.Cu (99%)   Tonnes  81 956 82 020 (64) 620 197 522 632 812 132 (12 614 610) 
   Hydro.Co (±29%)   Tonnes  82 953 45 104 37 849 106 139 709 212 552 028 (106 412 319) 

 BOSS  

 Carb.Co   Tonnes  - 439 (439)  2 041 782 (2 041 782) 
 Conc.CuCo Total (Tco)   Tonnes  9 127  9 127   - 
 Conc.CuCo Total (Tcu)   Tonnes  15 643  15 643   - 
 Cath.Cu (99%)   Tonnes  27 982 24 368 3 615  188 791 015 (188 791 015) 
 Conc.Co   Tonnes  - 21 077 (21 077)  25 641 230 (25 641 230) 
 Conc.CuCo   Tonnes  - 87 518 (87 518)  141 093 434 (141 093 434) 
 Nod.Cu   Tonnes  - 3 453 (3 453)  23 786 291 (23 786 291) 

 RUMI   Cath.Cu   Tonnes  26 798 27 316 (518) 218 523 273 216 529 797 1 993 476 
   Hydro.Co   Tonnes  3 202 36 442 (33 240) 54 359 998 84 376 837 (30 016 839) 
 AMCK   Cath.Cu (99%)   Tonnes  40 347 26 097 14 250 317 761 242 205 979 044 111 782 198 

 CHEMAF  

 Carb.Co   Tonnes  - 2 378 (2 378)  9 280 260 (9 280 260) 
 Cath.Cu (99%)   Tonnes  23 208 18 682 4 526 143 490 709 122 980 230 20 510 479 
 Co.Electro (Co 99%)   Tonnes  8 820 22 8 798 28 969 498 535 940 28 433 558 
 Conc.Etain   Tonnes  - 163 (163)  1 272 660 (1 272 660) 
 Cuivre granulé   Tonnes  76  76 458 033  458 033 
 Hydro.Co   Tonnes  - 4 107 (4 107)  20 289 147 (20 289 147) 
 Cobalt Cathode   Tonnes  12  12 296 817  296 817 

 SEK   Co0.Cu   Tonnes  - 16 756 (16 756)  16 573 039 (16 573 039) 

 CDM  

 Cu.Noir (80-98%)   Tonnes  27 383 27 418 (35) 142 019 490 142 123 340 (103 850) 
 Cath.Cu (99%)   Tonnes  8 837 8 717 120 58 039 122 57 217 210 821 912 
 Mat-Cu (±40%)   Tonnes  1 723 1 509 213 2 860 029 2 589 111 270 918 
 Conc.Co   Tonnes  34 383 34 532 (148) 37 761 134 37 924 484 (163 350) 
 Hydro.Co (±29%)   Tonnes  2 826 2 874 (48) 13 917 660 14 172 060 (254 400) 

 BAZANO   All.Bla0   Tonnes  838 838 - 4 166 965 4 593 524 (426 559) 

https://eiti.org/files/Shorter%20PDF%20MEITI%20Report-English%20Master_final_2013.pdf
http://www.itierdc.com/formulaire/Rapport%20de%20Conciliation%20ITIE%20RDC%202012%20-%20Final%20.pdf
http://www.itierdc.com/formulaire/Rapport%20de%20Conciliation%20ITIE%20RDC%202012%20-%20Final%20.pdf
http://www.itierdc.com/formulaire/Rapport%20de%20Conciliation%20ITIE%20RDC%202012%20-%20Final%20.pdf
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9. PROJECT-LEVEL REPORTING

Given the complexity of the extractive industries, aggregated data is often of limited 
value. Project disclosures enables citizens and host communities to monitor whether 
the government is collecting a fair return and to track spending, which in turn helps 
to manage expectations. Governments can use the information to begin to determine 
if a company is underpaying, as well as in audits and compliance checks. MSGs should 
make reporting relevant to the communities affected by extractive projects. 

The EITI Standard requires reporting at project level, provided that it is consistent with 
the United States Securities and Exchange Commission rules and the EU Accounting 
and Transparency Directive requirements.42 However, the lack of project-level reporting 
indicates a need for additional support in this area. EITI countries should respond to the 
growing international momentum behind project-level reporting. Demonstrating the 
feasibility of such disclosures, Statoil recently published43 its project-level payments 
to governments around the world under EU Accounting and Transparency Directives. 
Statoil operates in a number of EITI-implementing countries Azerbaijan, Indonesia, 
Nigeria, Norway and the US. 

To improve project-level data, MSGs should:

• Develop reporting templates which require companies to make disclosures on the 
basis of individual projects.

• Include an explanation of the approach that EITI reports take on project-level 
reporting based on the requirements of the standard. 

• Adopt project-level reporting as the standard level of disaggregation across 
additional EITI disclosures where relevant (e.g., production, exports and social 
expenditures).

• Agree on a definition of a project, which is consistent with that of the EU 
Accounting and Transparency Directives. This would mean ensuring that each 
project is defined on the basis of the legal or contractual relationship between the 
company and the government. This could be on the basis of one contract such 
as a Production Sharing Contract, or on the basis of multiple contracts which are 
substantially interconnected such as a number of mining concessions and licenses 
which cover the activities related to a single mine.

42 EITI Standard, Section 5.2e. The EU Accounting Directive defines a project as “the operational activities 
that are governed by a single contract, license, lease, concession or similar legal agreements and form the 
basis for payment liabilities with a government. None the less, if multiple such agreements are substantially 
interconnected, this shall be considered a project”

43 Download the Statoil report here: http://www.statoil.com/no/InvestorCentre/AnnualReport/
AnnualReport2014/Documents/DownloadCentreFiles/01_KeyDownloads/2014%20Payments%20to%20
governments.pdf 

http://www.statoil.com/no/InvestorCentre/AnnualReport/AnnualReport2014/Documents/DownloadCentreFiles/01_KeyDownloads/2014%20Payments%20to%20governments.pdf
http://www.statoil.com/no/InvestorCentre/AnnualReport/AnnualReport2014/Documents/DownloadCentreFiles/01_KeyDownloads/2014%20Payments%20to%20governments.pdf
http://www.statoil.com/no/InvestorCentre/AnnualReport/AnnualReport2014/Documents/DownloadCentreFiles/01_KeyDownloads/2014%20Payments%20to%20governments.pdf
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Project-level reporting: Areas for improvement 

Zambia’s EITI report44 discloses revenue payments at the company level, not the  
project level.   

Project-level reporting: Areas of achievement 

Iraq’s EITI report45 reconciles information on cost recovery, remuneration fees and 
corporate tax (see screenshot) for individual oil fields operated under a specific legal 
agreement (in this case a Technical Service Contract). However, it is unclear, from 
the reporting templates used for reconciliation, how information was collected at the 
project level. There are references to “contracts” and “Contract Signing Date[s]” but it is 
unclear if these are linked explicitly to the oil fields which are being reported upon. 

 
10. SUBNATIONAL PAYMENTS

A significant portion of the revenue collected for a country’s resources end up going to 
local governments. This occurs through payments made directly by companies to local 
governments as well as the transfer of resource revenues from national government to 
state, regional and local governments. Of the 58 countries in the Resource Governance 
Index, 30 have mechanisms in place which distribute extractive revenues from national 
to local governments. Given the importance of effective collection, management and 
distribution of these, such EITI data will provide particularly useful in contributing to 
policy debates. MSGs should report on the revenue streams most relevant to sub-
national stakeholders.

Under EITI requirements, countries are required to report upon resource revenue 
transfers from national to local governments, as well as the direct payments which are 

44 Available at: https://eiti.org/files/zeiti_2013_reconciliation_final_report_18_12_14%20%281%29%20
%282%29.pdf

45 Available at: https://eiti.org/files/IEITI%20Final%20Report%202012%20%20English.pdf
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5. RECONCILIATION RESULTS 

We present below detailed results of our reconciliation exercise, as well as differences noted between amounts paid by extractive companies and amounts 
received by Government entities. We have highlighted the amounts initially reported and the adjustments made following our reconciliation work, as well as 
the final amounts and unreconciled differences. 
 
5.1. Payment Reconciliation between Mining Companies and Government Entities  

5.1.1. Reconciliation by Extractive Company 

The tables below summarise the differences between the payments reported by extractive companies and receipts reported by the various Government 
Entities. 

The tables include consolidated figures based on the reporting templates prepared by every extractive company and Government Entity, adjustments made by 
us following our reconciliation work and the residual, unreconciled differences. In order to keep the report size reasonable, detailed reconciliation reports for 
each company are included in Annex 8 of this report. 

Amounts in ZMW 

Company 
Templates originally lodged Adjustments Final amounts 

 Company (a)   Govt (b)  Difference  
(a-b)  Company (d)   Govt (e)  Difference  

(d-e) 
 Company (f) 

(a+d)  
 Govt (g) 

(b+e)  
Difference  

(f-g) 

KANSANSHI MINING PLC 2,188,142,699 2,231,854,139 (43,711,440) 50,571,481 6,918,715 43,652,766 2,238,714,180 2,238,772,854 (58,674) 
KONKOLA COPPER MINES PLC 856,377,590 844,857,258 11,520,332 11,174,000 83,595,105 (72,421,105) 867,551,590 928,452,363 (60,900,773) 
FIRST QUANTUM MINING AND 
OPERATIONS LTD-BM M S 658,940,962 576,620,684 82,320,278 (78,672,149) 19,265,213 (97,937,362) 580,268,813 595,885,897 (15,617,084) 

MOPANI COPPER MINES PLC 1,026,883,635 1,022,810,672 4,072,963 8,590,206 35,124,889 (26,534,683) 1,035,473,841 1,057,935,561 (22,461,720) 
LUMWANA MINING COMPANY 
LIMITED 668,719,270 674,060,526 (5,341,256) - (4,722,203) 4,722,203 668,719,270 669,338,323 (619,053) 

CHIBULUMA MINES PLC 233,424,373 236,747,695 (3,323,322) - 1,595,566 (1,595,566) 233,424,373 238,343,261 (4,918,888) 
LAFARGE CEMENT ZAMBIA PLC 336,749,671 321,662,577 15,087,094 - - - 336,749,671 321,662,577 15,087,094 
NFC AFRICA MINING PLC 129,253,603 126,729,678 2,523,925 - - - 129,253,603 126,729,678 2,523,925 
KAGEM MINING LIMITED 44,706,539 61,225,808 (16,519,269) 4,226,105 (12,090,310) 16,316,415 48,932,644 49,135,498 (202,854) 
CNMC LUANSHYA COPPER MINES 
PLC 205,904,641 271,751,240 (65,846,599) 110,620,931 55,622,024 54,998,907 316,525,572 327,373,264 (10,847,692) 

ZAMBEZI PORTLAND CEMENT 
LIMITED - 54,895,093 (54,895,093) - - - - 54,895,093 (54,895,093) 

LIONS GROUP QUARRIES LIMITED 7,440,258 3,829,625 3,610,633 242,002 3,745,702 (3,503,700) 7,682,260 7,575,327 106,933 
SCIROCCO ENTERPRISES LIMITED 7,685,700 13,769,504 (6,083,804) - - - 7,685,700 13,769,504 (6,083,804) 
LUBAMBE COPPER MINE LIMITED 173,328,881 131,836,490 41,492,391 (3,948,654) (751,326) (3,197,328) 169,380,227 131,085,164 38,295,063 

https://eiti.org/files/zeiti_2013_reconciliation_final_report_18_12_14%20%281%29%20%282%29.pdf
https://eiti.org/files/IEITI%20Final%20Report%202012%20%20English.pdf
https://eiti.org/files/zeiti_2013_reconciliation_final_report_18_12_14%20%281%29%20%282%29.pdf
https://eiti.org/files/zeiti_2013_reconciliation_final_report_18_12_14%20%281%29%20%282%29.pdf
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made by companies to local governments.46 Of the EITI reports under review, 63 per 
cent disclosed direct payments from companies to sub-national governments 
and reconciled the figures, but 53 per cent of implementing countries struggled 
to report on transfers from national to sub-national governments.47 Revenue-
sharing formulas are included, but often without information about the actual transfers. 

To improve subnational data, MSGs should:

• Disclose transfers from national to subnational government as well as revenue 
sharing formulas. 

• Deliver reports with information that is relevant to subnational stakeholders.

• Disclose more than just revenue payments and receipts. Reports should include 
additional information, such as local content and social expenditure data, broken 
down by locality. 

• Ensure that all material resource revenues flowing to subnational governments are 
included in reporting and reconciled. 

• Consult subnational stakeholders to determine what disclosures are most relevant 
to them.

• Conduct some form of mapping study in order to identify all resource revenue 
streams flowing to subnational governments.

• Work with the Independent Administrator to develop appropriate reporting 
templates which address the aforementioned points.

Subnational: Areas for improvement 

Liberia’s EITI report48 includes information about payments that government agencies 
made to subnational governments, but no reporting from subnational governments on 
what they received. 

  

46  EITI Standard, Sections 4.2d&e
47 Country reports which disclose company to subnational government payments: Zambia, DRC, Mongolia, 

Philippines, Liberia, Kazakhstan, Ghana, Togo, Albania, Cameroon, Mauritania and Nigeria. Reports which 
don’t include national to subnational transfers (excluding countries where such transfers are not required): 
Zambia, DRC, Iraq, Cote D’ivoire, Niger, Cameroon and Mali.

48 Available at: https://eiti.org/files/EITI_Report_Liberia_2011-12.pdf

https://eiti.org/files/EITI_Report_Liberia_2011-12.pdf
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Subnational: Areas of achievement 

In the Philippines local governments receive 40 percent of centrally collected mining 
revenues from operations in their jurisdictions. The Philippines 2012 report49 includes 
the revenue sharing percentages along with the actual amounts that were transferred, 
broken down by local government units. The figures were then reconciled and any 
discrepancies explained.        

11. STATE-OWNED ENTERPRISES

Information on state-owned enterprises (SOEs) makes EITI reports more relevant given 
that in many countries the sale of commodities by SOEs represent the largest source of 
government revenue in the extractive industries.50 Beyond selling government crude, 
SOEs often also collect revenues from private companies, as well as owning and operating 
projects. While some SOEs have been instrumental in effectively governing the extractive 
sector, others have posed major obstacles to harnessing the benefits of the country’s 
resources. EITI MSGs should not treat an SOE as just another extractive company; 
they should ensure reporting covers quasi-fiscal expenditures, ownership in 
extractive companies and detailed contextual information on SOE roles and 
responsibilities.

The EITI Standard now requires implementing countries to disclose a range of contextual 
information on SOEs and to reconcile material payments and receipts.51 Most EITI reports 
provide some contextual information on their SOEs, outlining their financial relationship to 
the government. There is consistent reporting on company payments to SOEs and transfers 
between government agencies and SOEs. Some EITI-implementing countries also disclose 
ownership by SOEs in joint ventures, although details are often missing on the terms of 
the government/SOE equity stake in the extractive project. There is a notable lack of 
reporting on quasi-fiscal expenditures such as social services, public infrastructure 
or fuel subsidies. This is particularly concerning given that these expenditures often have 
significant impacts on the local economy and government finances. 

To improve SOE data, MSGs should: 

• Include contextual information on the country’s SOEs and its subsidiaries. EITI MSGs 
would do well to include an overview of the roles and responsibilities of the SOE, as 
well as rules and practices related to: corporate governance including the members of 
the board and their appointment procedure; the identity of the SOE’s shareholders and 
their rights; and oversight mechanisms and auditing procedures.

49 Available at: http://www.ph-eiti.org/#/EITI-Report/First-Country-Report
50 The IMF in 2012 found that “some 80 percent of world petroleum reserves are controlled 

by state companies and 15 of the 20 largest oil companies are state-owned” IMF (2012) 
“Fiscal Regimes for Extractive Industries: Design and Implementation”. Fiscal Affairs Department. http://
www.imf.org/external/np/pp/eng/2012/081512.pdf 

51  EITI Standard, Section 3.6a-c, 4.2c
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Table 30. Summary of share in national wealth 

LGU 
Mining 
taxes  

 Royalties from 
mineral 

reservation  
 Oil and gas 
production  

 Total per 
DBM  

 per LGU 
template   Variance  Remarks 

CAR                
Province Benguet 29,910,567  -    -    29,910,567  29,910,567  -     
Municipality Mankayan 8,431,246  -    -    8,431,246  9,626,130      (1,194,884) A 
  Tuba 29,043,221  -    -    29,043,221  31,726,733      (2,683,512) A 
  Itogon -    -    -    -    26,167,238    (26,167,238) A 
Region III                
Province Bulacan 512,533  -    -    512,533  -    512,533  A 
Province Zambales 3,288,670  7,337,385    10,626,055  6,285,788  4,340,267  B 
Municipality Sta. Cruz 2,690,730  16,509,115  -    19,199,845  -     19,199,845  A 
Region IV-B                
Province Palawan 10,347,329  -    57,745,271  68,092,600  57,745,272   10,347,328  A 
Municipality Bataraza 24,980,669  -    -    24,980,669  17,348,637   7,632,032  A 
  Quezon 1,453,720  -    -    1,453,720  -    1,453,720  A 
Region V                
Province Albay 8,111,498  -    -    8,111,498  24,322,465  (16,210,967) B 
Municipality Rapu-rapu 18,247,859  -    -    18,247,859  24,322,466  (6,074,607) A 
Province Camarines Norte 17,530  -    -    17,530  -    17,530  A 
Municipality Jose Panganiban 39,441  -    -    39,441  -    39,441  A 
Province Masbate 16,362,502  -    -    16,362,502  -    16,362,502  A 
Municipality Aroroy 36,815,631  -    -    36,815,631  -    36,815,631  A 
Region VII           
Province Cebu 499,845  -    -    499,845  -    499,845  A 
  Toledo City 65,574,585  -    -    65,574,585  73,996,864  (8,422,279) C 
Region IX                

Province 
Zamboanga del 
Norte 4,053,684  -    -    4,053,684  6,219,277  (2,165,593) A 

Municipality Siocon 9,120,787  -    -    9,120,787  15,806,185  (6,685,398) A 
Region XI                
Province Compostela Valley 3,508,345  -    -    3,508,345  -    3,508,345  A 
City/Municipality Maco 7,893,775      7,893,775  6,449,335  1,444,440  C 
  Davao City 113,012  -    -    113,012  -    113,012  A 
Region XIII             
Province Agusan del Norte 1,322,084  -    -    1,322,084  3,339,039  (2,016,955) C 
  Tubay 2,974,690  -    -    2,974,690  -    2,974,690  A 
Province Agusan del Sur 7,556,906      7,556,906  -    7,556,906  A 
Province Dinagat Island 1,369,114  9,983,589  -    11,352,703  -    11,352,703   
Municipality Basilisa -    644,147  -    644,147  -    644,147  A 
  Cagdianao 3,640,483  12,970,918  -    16,611,401  27,639,184  (11,027,783) A 
  Loreto 190,354  3,310,140  -    3,500,494  -    3,500,494  A 
Province Surigao del Norte 13,949,001  38,170,517  -    52,119,518  -    52,119,518  A 
Municipality Claver 24,982,254  63,992,968  -    88,975,222  -    88,975,222  A 
  Tagana-an 6,402,998  18,151,610  -    24,554,608  16,260,205  8,294,403  A 
Barangay Nonoc, Surigao City 89,530  806,485  -    896,015  -    896,015  A 
Province Surigao del Sur 3,050,394  23,936,807  -    26,987,201  -    26,987,201  A 
 Municipality Carrascal 6,863,390  53,857,815  -    60,721,205  96,969,008  (36,247,803) A 

Table 30. Summary of share in national wealth

1.   Reasons for Variances

A. Absence of template or schedules provided by either DBM or LGU to facilitate reconciliation

B. Variance is attributed to allocation only received in 2013; hence not included in the LGU template
 
C. Disclosures are inclusive of share for other periods and not only in 2012. No further details were provided to 

conduct reconciliation.
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• Include links or references to publicly available annual reports and audit statements. 
For instance, while Liberia’s national oil company has a website with a range of useful 
contextual information and downloadable annual reports, the EITI report does not 
provide a link to these. 

• Report on the ownership of SOEs in extractive companies and include details on the 
terms attached to their stake in the companies.  

• Cover any transfers from the government to the SOE, such as contributions to operating 
and capital expenses, loans or funds for fuel subsidies.

• Disclose details of SOEs’ quasi-fiscal expenditures52, broadly defined to include all 
payments which are not part of their core operations as petroleum or mining companies.

• Engage SOEs more closely within the EITI process, by integrating reporting 
mechanisms within the SOEs themselves.

• Include links to the websites of SOEs in EITI report, noting what information is 
available and what is missing, rather than replicating that information in the reports.

SOEs: Areas for improvement 

Liberia’s 201253 report includes payments made by the National Oil Company of 
Liberia into a social development fund, but it is unclear whether these were voluntary or 
mandated payments, or whether NOCAL made any quasi-fiscal expenditures.

  

 
 

SOEs: Areas of achievement 

Ghana’s 2012 and 2013 report54 provides detailed information on payments made by 
the SOE to the government, including cargo-by-cargo data on the sale of government-
owned crude. 

 
 

52 For types of quasi-fiscal expenditures, see page 80 of the IMF’s Manual on Fiscal Transparency, at: https://
www.imf.org/external/np/pp/2007/eng/051507m.pdf

53 Available at: https://eiti.org/files/EITI_Report_Liberia_2011-12.pdf
54 Available at: https://eiti.org/files/2012-2013_Final_Oil_and_Gas_Sector_Report_0.pdf
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 Table 4.7.2: Crude Oil Liftings by GNPC for the year 2013

 
 Source: GNPC 
 
 
4.3.1 JUBILEE CRUDE RECONCILIATION 

The jubilee crude reconciliations for 2012 and 2013 with reference to the entitlements of 

Ghana/GNPC are shown in tables 4.7.3. 

        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 MARKETING 
COST/OPTION 

PRICING FEE
QTY LIFTED 

(BBL)
CARRIED 
INTEREST

PAID 
INTEREST 

(BBL)

ROYALTY (BBL) CARRIED 
INTEREST

PAID ROYALTY TOTAL

MONTH (BBL) (US$) INTEREST (US$) (US$)
(US$)

526,634.91 191,738.82 277,176.27 113.17 59,599,799.62 21,699,273.84 31,368,315.59 112,667,389.05
4/1/2013 995,550

526,979.28 191,864.20 277,357.52 108.62 57,240,489.80 20,840,289.25 30,126,573.58 108,207,352.62
1/3/2013 996,201

526,619.04 191,733.04 277,167.92 99.04 52,155,296.71 18,988,856.89 27,450,156.16 98,594,309.76
21/04/2013 995,520

526,706.33 191,764.82 277,213.86 103.74 54,642,621.03 19,894,449.39 28,759,274.22 103,296,344.64
23/06/2013 995,685

526,325.98 191,626.34 277,013.67 111.66 58,767,453.89 21,396,230.91 30,930,238.89 111,093,923.70
11/8/2013 994,966

475,210.84 173,016.19 250,110.97 105.44 50,106,231.15 18,242,826.96 26,371,700.61 94,720,758.72
1/11/2013 898,338

Total 5,876,260 3,108,476 1,131,743 1,636,040 332,511,892 121,061,927 175,006,259 628,580,078

https://eiti.org/files/EITI_Report_Liberia_2011-12.pdf
https://eiti.org/files/2012-2013_Final_Oil_and_Gas_Sector_Report_0.pdf
https://www.imf.org/external/np/pp/2007/eng/051507m.pdf
https://www.imf.org/external/np/pp/2007/eng/051507m.pdf
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Kazakhstan includes in its 2013 report55 all of its SOE’s subsidiaries and joint ventures, 
including the percentage of ownership. It also includes a breakdown of dividends 
payments from its subsidiaries

55 Available at: https://eiti.org/files/EITI-2013-Report-Kazakhstan_Annex.pdf

https://eiti.org/files/EITI-2013-Report-Kazakhstan_Annex.pdf
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The Natural Resource Governance Institute, an independent, non-profit organization, helps people 
to realize the benefits of their countries’ oil, gas and mineral wealth through applied research, and 
innovative approaches to capacity development, technical advice and advocacy.  
Learn more at www.resourcegovernance.org

CONCLUSION 

In our review of the first 22 reports released under the EITI Standard we found that 
they demonstrated the potential to make extractive sector disclosures more useful. 
In many aspects, countries have risen to the challenge and become more ambitious 
and comprehensive in their reporting. However, there remain significant gaps that are 
holding countries back from seeing meaningful impacts from their EITI processes.  

If implementing countries want to make the EITI more impactful, they will need to 
transition away from a focus on producing reports and towards goals of using the EITI 
as a platform to stimulate public debates, to inform policy analysis and decision-making, 
and to improve government and company systems. This will require developing EITI 
work plans with strong links to national policy priorities, releasing relevant and timely 
information in open data formats, facilitating the use of EITI data in analyses of the issues 
that matter, and both developing and realizing strong recommendations in EITI reports. 

More than anything, while highlighting that further improvements are needed, these 
first reports show that great gains are indeed possible. 


